The heart of smart control

**heart:**
The emotion, soul and passion of the business. The centre of everything.

**smart:**
Our solutions are intelligent, but intelligence can be seen as ‘academic’, but ‘smart’ is seen be practical and ‘real-world’.

**control:**
The type of services, solutions and expertise we provide and what customers and end-users gain as a result.
InteliCompact<sup>NT</sup> MINT

Gen-set Controller for Gen-sets in Multiple Parallel Applications

- Compact gen-set controller for gen-sets operating in multiple island and/or parallel to mains mode (together with MainsCompact<sup>NT</sup>)
- Built-in automatic load dependent start/stop system (power management)
- Active Load and VAr sharing
- Running Hours equalization
- Full gen-set monitoring and protection
- Possibility to connect up to 8 gauges to display engine values
- True voltage and current RMS measurement
- Outstanding EFI engine support (CAN/J1939, RS232/ModBus) with diagnostic messages in plain text
- 3 phase generator voltage and current measurement
- 3 phase busbar voltage measurement
- 3 phase power measurement
- 3 analog inputs
- RS232, RS485, USB, ModBus, GSM/Analog Modem, Internet communication
- GPRS communication and IC-NT RD (remote display) software
- AirGate and WebSupervisor support
- Support of active SMS Events or Commands
- Event and performance log
- 2 languages (user changeable)

Order code
IC-NT MINT

Gen-set controllers ◀ Parallel
The heart of smart control
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Please note: the information contained within this brochure was correct at the time of printing and is subject to change without notice.